The ACT Network lets researchers explore and validate feasibility for clinical studies across the NCATS Clinical & Translational Science Award (CTSA) consortium, in real time, from their desktops.

ACT is secure and HIPAA-compliant.

150 MILLION PATIENTS
50 SITES CONNECTED
AND GROWING.

Connected to ACT:
- Boston University
- Children's National
- Columbia University
- Duke University
- Emory Univ./Morehouse Univ.
- Harvard University
- Indiana University
- Johns Hopkins University
- Mayo Clinic
- Medical College of Wisconsin
- Medical University of South Carolina
- New York University
- Northwestern University
- Ohio State University
- Oregon Health & Science University
- Pennsylvania State University
- Stanford University
- Tufts University
- University of Alabama at Birmingham
- U. of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
- University of California, Davis
- University of California, Irvine
- University of California, Los Angeles
- University of California, San Diego
- University of California, San Francisco
- Univ of Cincinnati/Cincinnati Children's
- Univ of Colo/Children's Hosp. Colorado
- University of Florida
- University of Illinois-Chicago
- University of Kansas
- University of Kentucky
- University of Michigan
- University of Minnesota
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- University of Pittsburgh
- University of Rochester
- University of Southern California
- UTHealth Houston
- UT Health San Antonio
- UT Medical Branch
- UT Southwestern
- University of Utah
- University of Virginia
- University of Washington
- University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Vanderbilt Univ. Medical Center
- Virginia Commonwealth Univ.
- Wake Forest University
- Washington University in St. Louis
- Weill Cornell Medicine

Staging for ACT:
- Case Western University
- Dartmouth College
- Scripps Research / Scripps Health
- University at Buffalo
- University of Massachusetts
- University of Miami
- University of New Mexico

CONTACT
ACTNetwork@pitt.edu

ACCESS
www.ACTNetwork.us
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